Artists’ Rights are Human Rights
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The human rights of artists are clearly articulated
in international law and numerous international
agreements. These rights are transcendent and
are considered timeless, fundamental expressions
of entitlement that are intended to safeguard the
personal link between authors and illustrators and
their creations.

Introduction
The recent history of the protection of creator rights is a
fascinating story that has produced some strange associations.
Certain conflicts seemed inevitable: authors fight with print
publishers, musicians with record companies, and songwriters
with music publishers. We are accustomed to these tensions and
conflicts. In the end, all parties were aware that they were part of
the same economic niche, and that the economy only tolerated so
much infighting, which all respected. Only rarely — aside from
the occasional government investigation and a market-clearing
accusation of piracy, usually directed at whatever works were
successful — did threats from outside the creative community
become significant and much less existential.
It may be suggested without fear of much controversy that “Big
Tech” companies, such as Google, Inc., view the recognition
of artists’ rights as applying the brakes2 to what can fairly be
described as a technological evolution in the Darwinian sense.3
By understanding the current anti-copyright fashion trend in
this context, it is much easier to comprehend its significance...
and its danger. If you view the rights of corporate machines, i.e.,
“innovation,” as a right superior to those rights of humans, i.e.,
the professional creative class, you would not expect to view

human rights as being at the top of the food chain. Machines,
especially super-evolved machines occupy that space, and have
been referred to as the “Mind of God” by one dot-commer.4 This
assumes, of course, that machines should have any rights at all.
Of course, we do not yet accord rights to machines; we accord
rights to humans. We view certain rights as inalienable, and
unwaiveable through national law or coercion. These rights,
be they protections from negative covenants or genocide, are
described as the Rights of Man, or as “human rights.” These
“human rights” laws are documented in many international
treaties, and special international courts address violations of
these laws.
These laws are intended to protect individual artists from
certain individuals or those large, successful companies, who
may choose to promote their own self-serving agendas. These
laws often protect the weak from the strong, the poor from the
rich, the disadvantaged from the advantaged, and the human
from the machine. Nowhere is this issue more crystallized than
in the Google Books litigation.5
No one author can muster the funds to fight Google; not even
a group of authors has the means to collectively fight Google.
Google’s business model creates enormous wealth through their
Internet search and map enterprises, their large advertising
revenue stream, and even a recent Google smart phone initiative.
Being a publicly traded company, Google is also capable of raising
funds by offering the sale of their corporate securities (common
stock). The latter is a benefit not available to most individual
artists, authors, and musicians. Because of Google’s success,
the company has tremendous resources and immense leverage
in the marketplace. This is why some governments around the
world and United States attorneys general, as well as many
corporations and authors’ groups, have come together to object
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to the Google Books settlement.6 Many professional groups in
the U.S., including the Association of American Publishers, the
Association of American University Presses, and The Authors
Guild have openly criticized Google’s Print for Libraries program
as “a plain and brazen violation of copyright law.”7 Concerned
artists and others involved in this ongoing creative rights struggle
feel that this project represents a massive and unconscionable
copyright infringement by Google. Additionally, they feel that
it should not be up to Google or any other party to decide when,
whether, and how an author’s work will be copied.
It should come as no surprise, then, that those artists’ rights
should be considered as being human rights.

Artists’ Rights Compared to Intellectual
Property
It is important to distinguish between artists’ rights and
intellectual property (IP) rights. Artists’ rights transcend
intellectual property. IP rights, such as copyright, are typically
licensed or assigned by the creator to a media company (such as a
print publisher or record company), which then owes the creator a
royalty or other payment. Only then can the media or publishing
company use the work within the scope of these granted rights.
“Artists’ rights,” however, are more expansive than legal rights.
Artists’ rights relate to the broader protection of the human,
moral, and material interests of any authorship, be it artistic,
literary, or scientific.
Intellectual property laws are typically crafted following
extensive lobbying efforts by large companies and groups
on both sides of the issue. Professional creators are generally
not represented in these largely legislative processes and
mobilizations.
During the mid-to-late 1990s, computing hit a spike as a
mass-market enterprise with the rise of the personal computer,
particularly when it became apparent that a lot of money could
be made from selling peripheral computer devices. Some of these
peripherals were essentially networked compact disc duplicators
with a portable pod. This began in 1998 with the introduction of
the Diamond Multimedia MP3 player, called the “Rio.” 1999 was
roughly the time that storage capacities of standard issue internal
hard drives became very large by comparison. This was not because
the computer was being used to save Grandma’s favorite recipes or
Aunt Dotty’s quilting patterns, but rather to accommodate an evergrowing demand for electronic file and media storage.

Right about this same time, a new voice struggled to be heard
at the table — that of “the consumer.” It was the consumer who
wanted to use the networked CD duplicators to tap into the MP3
cloud of largely unauthorized music made available from file
sharing enterprises like Napster, Grokster, Kazaa, and Morpheus.
This was arguably one of the main factors in the sale of more
capable computers, larger capacity hard drives, broadband
Internet access, and off-desktop media devices. All creators were
struck by these developments.
Because U.S. Government progress relating to intellectual
property matters was painfully slow, private industry was
essentially forced to do the job that some world governments
are now undertaking. This pitted industry groups against the
consumer electronics industry, and against what some believe
are essentially front groups.8 These front groups have been
frequently energized by the unifying ideology of Lawrence Lessig
(or a pastiche or “remix” of those theories) and the complicit
communities of “file sharing” networks, where the disaffected
found a home.9
Curiously, the messaging of these anti-creator groups
typically tried to pit “consumers” or “follow-on creators” against
Hollywood or “Big Media.” Creators are rarely ever mentioned,
except either the “rich” ones, thus extending the wedge, or the
“follow on” artist,10 or “remixer,” who simply manipulates (usually
unauthorized) works into new, but essentially regurgitative
works.11 There are no hard statistics available, but it probably
would be safe to say that these two categories exclude a very
high proportion of professional creators, who are excluded from
the debate.
Yet only a Pollyanna ignores the influence of this wedge
messaging, with what is widely called the “copyleft,” and their
academic, journalist, and policy maker allies. These “copyleft”
supporters deny that they oppose copyright—they claim to
support copyright and to want to compensate creators. However,
they propose to help creators by shortening copyright protection
from life-plus-70 years to a single 5 or 10-year term,12 while at
the same time working to undermine the ability of creators to
enforce their rights. The reader can determine if these proposals
are serious threats, or merely designed to tip the balance in favor
of the machine—and its manufacturers.13
The human rights of artists are not directly addressed by
current opponents of artists’ rights. Opponents, such as the noted
Harvard Law School academic and lobbyist Lawrence Lessig,14
may point to passages in their writings,15 wherein they indicate
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that artists should be fairly compensated. What’s “fair” is, of
course, a question to be answered in another paper; but suffice
it to say that the use of “fair” in these cases hardly ever involves
allowing artists to set prices for their works, nor does it support any
rigorous protection against “what the industry calls ‘piracy.’”16 It
is of interest, though, that even the most radical critics of artists’
rights seem to feel the need to justify the positions they take. They
surely must know that their collective message is being used by
the complicit community of networked infringers as a unifying
ideology. This ideology is used by the mob to justify the massive,
unprecedented theft of artists’ property and infringement of
artists’ rights.17
These pro and anti-copyright discussions frequently revolve
around the intellectual property rights accorded to creators by law
that may be licensed (wherein the grant of rights by the creator
is narrow)18, or assigned by creators to media companies. These
intellectual property rights are nation-specific, but are frequently
governed by international treaties or agreements. Because
intellectual property is by definition the property of the mind
wherever the rights finally come to rest, be they with J.D. Salinger
or Microsoft, these rights are also inextricably intertwined with
other rights that are more universal — the human rights accorded
to creators. The debate regarding limitations on intellectual
property often confounds the rights of individual creators with
intellectual property rights. It is relatively simple manipulation
to incite a mob against a multinational corporation over “what
the industry calls ‘piracy.’” It might not be quite so easy if the
mob were told that the purpose of their digital riot was to injure
individual creators over what the courts call “piracy.”
As Jaron Lanier says, “17 years into the Internet and 10 years
into Web 2.0, we are losing a generation [of professional artists]…
There is no shame in having a radical idea. There is shame in
failing to recognize that it has failed.”19

There is also shame in failing to protect the human rights of
artists against “what the industry [and the courts] call ‘piracy.’” I
will leave it to the reader to decide whether what has happened to
the lost generation of creators rises to the level of a legal atrocity.
Even if you would not go quite that far in your thinking, it is
difficult not to agree with Lanier that what “hive mind” mentality
has done to artists is certainly shameful.20

Sources of Artists’ Rights
The human rights of artists are clearly articulated in international
law. These rights resonate in a number of documents, but a good
starting place is the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights that was ratified by the United Nations General
Assembly on December 16, 1966.21 The Covenant speaks to the
transcendent human rights belonging to individuals—individual
artists in our case.
The Covenant recognizes everyone’s right, as a human right,
to the protection and the benefits from the protection of the moral
and material interests derived from any scientific, literary, or
artistic production of which he or she is the author. This human
right itself derives from the inherent dignity and worth of all
persons.22 The Covenant recognizes these rights of artists (in
article 15, paragraph 1(c): “The right of everyone to benefit from
the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from
any scientific, literary, or artistic production of which he or she
is the author.”
These human rights are transcendent and timeless expressions
of fundamental entitlements of humanity that safeguard the
personal link between authors and their creations, as well as their
basic material interests. These rights are personal to the authors
and artists concerned, and are arguably of broader scope than the
rights that can be enforced under particular national intellectual
property regimes.
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term “copyleft” is thus rather meaningless, and will be discarded in favor of “anti-copyright,” which is more accurate.
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15. Lester Lawrence Lessig III, The Solipsist and the Internet (a Review of Helprin’s Digital Barbarism) (May 20, 2009). http://www.huffingtonpost.
com/lawrence-lessig/the-solipsist-and-the-int_b_206021.html (“Moreover, nothing in what I’ve written supports what the industry calls ‘piracy.’”)
16. ibid.
17. Joint Statement of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, the Directors Guild of America, the International Alliance of Theatrical
and Stage Employees and the Screen Actors Guild. http://www.aftra.com/72FBB69E88F944C1B8F4765C7BDC5380.htm
18. A narrow granting of rights would be along the lines of “first publication rights in North America” in the case of book publishing, or administration
rights in a song where the songwriter retains 100% copyright ownership but pays an administration fee to a music publisher. Following the
introduction of the Kindle, many print publishers found that they did not acquire digital distribution rights in their print publication agreements with
authors.
19. Jaron Lanier, “Why Computers Won’t Replace Us.” http://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/thepublicsquare/2010/01/29/jaron-lanier-on-whycomputers-wont-replace-us/
20. There seems to be a general belief among “hive mind” advocates that “crowd sourcing” art is a way to success. Lanier compares this kind of
thinking to American Idol writ large. “More people appear to vote in this pop competition than in U.S. Presidential elections, and one reason for this
is the instant convenience of information technology. The collective can vote by phone or by texting, and some vote more than once. The collective
is flattered and it responds. The winners are likable, almost by definition. But John Lennon wouldn’t have won. He wouldn’t have made it to the finals.
Or if he had, he would have ended up a different sort of person and artist. The same could be said about Jimi Hendrix, Elvis, Joni Mitchell, Duke
Ellington, David Byrne, Grandmaster Flash, Bob Dylan (please!), and almost anyone else who has been vastly influential in creating pop music.”
Jaron Lanier, Digital Maoism (May 30, 2006). http://www.edge.org/3rd_culture/lanier06/lanier06_index.html
21. http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cescr.htm
22. A theme echoed by Jaron Lanier in his book, You Are Not a Gadget: A Manifesto (2010), Alfred A. Knopf, publisher.
23. http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/
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The human rights of authors are also recognized in other
international agreements, including article 27, paragraph 2, of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:23 “Everyone has
the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary, or artistic production of
which he is the author;” article 13, paragraph 2, of the American
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man of 1948;24 article
14, paragraph 1(c), of the Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights of 1988;25 and article 1 of Protocol No.
11 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms of 1950.26
These precedents clearly enunciate the goals of the international
community. The Covenant is closely linked with the right to
own property (recognized in article 17 of the United Nations’
Universal Declaration of Human Rights) and workers’ rights
to adequate remuneration.27 The “material interests” protected
by the Covenant are protected under the right to an adequate
standard of living.
These moral rights include the right of authors to be recognized
as creators of their works and to object to any modification
of their works that would be “prejudicial to their honor and
reputation.” The protected interests of artists include the right to
just remuneration for their labor, as well as the moral right to the
“intrinsically personal and durable link” between creators and
their creations that survives even after the passing of the work
into the public domain. This rule will no doubt come as a shock to
those wishing to sell consumer electronics devices to the “remix
culture” bent on perpetuating regurgitative “art.”

The Obligation to Protect Artists’ Human
Rights
Of course, it is not enough that the United Nations’ General
Assembly merely recognize these rights of artists in a number
of its international agreements; the member countries should
undertake the affirmative obligation to protect these rights of
authors. Those protections include adequate legislation and
regulations, as well as making effective administrative, judicial,
or other appropriate remedies available to authors within each

jurisdiction. Access to such remedies must be affordable;
violations of moral rights cannot be remedied if only the rich can
enforce their rights.
Enforcing human rights is often met with the cry of “Don’t
be moral” from “Big Tech,” particularly from certain authors
employed by Big Tech companies.28 Anyone who takes seriously
the international human rights of artists will find “Big Tech’s”
dismissive use of the term “moral panic” to be deeply offensive
to professional creators.29 It is Orwellian to describe as a “moral
panic” an allegation of immorality being associated with massive
illegal Internet downloading that deprives creators of their ability
to pursue work, which they freely chose, and remuneration for
that work enabling them to achieve an adequate standard of
living.

Conclusion
Protecting artists’ rights as human rights has nothing to do
with intellectual property laws that apply to corporations, nor
does it have anything to do with superstars. All artists, authors,
and musicians are deserving of this most basic protection. The
human rights of a national artist in the smallest country should
be equal to those of any superstar.
It is not a moral panic to identify the humanitarian dimension
in losing a generation or more of artists—it is morally required.
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